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No. 1 (95) January 1958

Front Cover: Happy New Year! Drawn by K. Rotov

Back Cover: The young figure skater Tanya Nemtsova at the Young Pioneer Stadium, Moscow.

Photo by V. Kivrin

Editor-in-Chief: N. M. Gribachov
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International Lenin Peace Prize Awards; Session of USSR Supreme Soviet (1)

A Commentator’s Notes (2)

40th Anniversary of Soviet Ukraine; Atomic Icebreaker Launched (3)

Equal, Disinterested Collaboration (4)

For the Brussels Exhibition (5)

Chemistry Helps Agriculture (6)

New Year’s Tree (8)

Under-Water Lightning (9)

Yet Another “TU” [airliner] (10)

When Lectures Are Over (12)

“Don’t Count Your Chickens Before Autumn Comes” (15)

We Are a Third of Humanity: “The Light of October” (18)

Sombrero [article on children’s play by Sergei Mikhailov] (22)

Night Life (24)

Native Landscapes (27)

Funny Pictures (30)

In the Planetarium (32)

Victory in Teheran; “Vast is my country…” (34)

73,000,000,000; News Flashes; Monument of Eternal Glory to the Heroic Defenders of Leningrad (35)

Hundred and Tenth Anniversary of the Birth of V. I. Surikov (36)

Our Visitors Say…; Yakut Art and Literature; Magazine of Friendship; TU-104 to Copenhagen (37)

From 37 Countries; Letters About the Sputniks (38)

Rockwell Kent Exhibition; New Shostakovich Symphony (39)

Sports; The Three Bears (40)
No. 2 (96) February 1958

Front Cover: Building an interplanetary station. This is a still from “Road to the Stars”, a Soviet popular-science film. (See “From the Earth to the Moon” on pages 5 to 9.)

Back Cover: Dombeya in bloom. In the dead of winter, while blizzards raged outdoors, the pink buds of an exotic plant opened up in one of the greenhouses of Moscow University’s Botanical Gardens. A blossoming plant in winter is not a rarity of course, but this particular one was. This specimen of dombeya, a beautiful decorative plant which flowers every year in its habitat, blossomed recently for the first time in Moscow, though it was brought there more than forty years ago. Photo by Y. Korolyov

Editor-in-Chief: N. M. Gribachov

Contents:

A Commentator’s Notes (1)
Our Visitors Say… In Egypt and Syria (2)
More and More Contacts (2)
Our Visitors Say… Expose the Warmongers!; American Specialists in USSR (3)
In Memory of Petru Groza (4)
From the Earth to the Moon. Twentieth Century Interplanetary Rocket Express (5)
Gold Snowflakes [skier Lyubov Kozireva] (10)
After Visiting the Art Show (11)
Stalingrad (14)
On Board a Soviet Warship (17)
An Evening at the Seamen’s Club (19)
From Ancient Burial Mounds (20)
In the Name of the Republic [people’s courts system] (21)
“War and Peace” (24)
Homer at a Workers’ Club (26)
In Winter (27)
Economic Council in Siberia (30)
Earthquake or – Launching of a Sputnik? (34)
Briefly: More About the Sputnik; Shades of Conan Doyle; Heroic Feat; Tool-Maker Krassovsky’s Museum; News Flashes (36)
Snowman. Strange Events at Fedchenko Glacier [alleged Yeti sighting] (37)
Winter Fishing (38)
A Return Visit [fashion] (39)
No. 3 (97) March 1958

Front Cover:

Back Cover: Elza Kozhevnikova, soloist of the Udmurt Autonomous Republic’s Song and Dance Company, performs an Indian dance. Photo by L. Ustinov

Editor-in-Chief: N. M. Gribachov

Contents:

A Commentator’s Notes (1)
Good Neighbors and Trade Partners. Tenth Anniversary of Soviet-Finnish Treaty of Friendship, Collaboration and Mutual Assistance (2)
Marcel Cachin (4)
Our Visitors Say… Friendship is Growing Stronger (4)
A Woman’s Way to the Stars. By Sam Russell, English journalist (5)
Brussels Fair (8)
Silver Spike (14)
Shashlik [recipe] (17)
Englishwoman on Mt. Elbrus (18)
Keys (18)
Are You a Collector? (20)
Durov Circus go to Belgium (22)
Sampo (24)
Mailbag (24)
Sabir Yunusov and His Discoveries (25)
For Women [fashion] (26)
Designs on Silver (27)
Destiny of Champions (28)
Our Mothers (29)
Georgian Artistes Will Perform in Moscow (32)
Briefly: Yesterday and Today; The Faust Study (36)
Sports: The Fastest of Them All. Goncharenko – the Kuts of Speed Skating; My Story. By Inga Artamonova, Women’s World Speed Skating Champion of 1958 (37)
Pros and Cons in Art (38)
It’s Tal Again; A Look Ahead at Summer Season; Americans in Moscow (40)
No. 4 (98) April 1958

Front Cover: Cyclists train in the Black Sea resort of Sochi. Photo by V. Kivrin

Back Cover:

Editor-in-Chief:

Contents:

A Commentator’s Notes (1)
The People Decide (2)
N. S. Khushchov Replies to Mrs. Joseph (4)
On the Basis of Panch Shila [Soviet economic delegation to Ceylon] (4)
Lenin’s Manuscripts (5)
A Million… [atomic engineers in training] (8)
You Can See in Brussels (14)
Russian Winter Carnival (18)
Asian Sahara (20)
The Twelve Chairs (24)
Children’s Drawings (26)
Science on the Screen (27)
Riga’s Skyline (30)
Soviet Red Cross (30)
Village Musicians (31)
Calderon on the Amur (32)
For Stamp Collectors (33)
Looking for Snow; Where Jenghis Khan Was Born (34)
Briefly: They Study Hindi; Dictionary in a Bomb; In a Few Words; Riddle of the Fayum Portraits; Home Again; About Everything in the World; Mashka From Viet-Nam (36)
Thermonuclear Power Production Instead of H-Bombs, Says Academician Kurchatov (37)
Sports (38)
Tom Thumb and His Brothers; Honoré Daumier: 150th Anniversary of Birth (39)
Our Visitors Say….: Fraternal Nations; Our Friend Robeson (40)

No. 5 (99) May 1958

Front Cover:

Back Cover:
Editor-in-Chief:

Contents:
Friendship of Fraternal Peoples (1)
Eternally Alive [Marx] (2)
13th Komsomol Congress (2)
A Commentator’s Notes (2)
Lenin Prizes (3)
Voroshilov’s Visit; Interview with Sholokhov; In Honour of Bandung; For Peace Only! (4)
On the Upgrade: How We Trade With England (5)
The 1958 Flat (6)
Chekhov in London: The Moscow Art Theatre Prepares to Travel (12)
Nature the Sculptor (14)
Shakhadat (15)
High Water (15)
Milestones in Rocketry (16)
Man Prepares for Space Travel. Results of Flights by Four-Legged Astronauts (20)
Songs Sung Everywhere (22)
Heart Inactivated. Thirty Minutes in Course of Operation (24)
Invisible Rays. By Georgi Alexandrov, Film Director, People’s Artiste of the USSR (26)
The Fourteenth [iron and steel factory] (29)
An Amateur Photographer From Kohtla-Järve (30)
Air Cars (31)
For Women [fashion, home appliances] (32)
Let’s Get to Know Each Other. By I. Semyonov, artist and editor of the magazine “Merry Pictures” (34)
Briefly: Younglings [birds]; For the Garden of Peace; A Hundred Years Old; In a Few Lines (36)
The Brussels Fair; In the Interests of International Co-operation (37)
World-Wide Spring Music Festival; Saadi (38)
Sports (39)

No. 6 (100) June 1958

Front Cover:

Back Cover:

Editor-in-Chief:
Winners of International Lenin Peace Prizes; Academy of Science Elects New Members; A
Commentator’s Notes (1)

Good Neighbor’s Visit [Finnish president] (2)
P. N. Pospelov Honoured on 60th Birthday; Soviet Forces Leave Rumania (3)
King and Queen of Nepal in USSR; The World Needs Peace (4)
Visiting the Author of “And Quiet Flows the Don” (5)
New International Lines; My Year at Mirny (8)
We Make Machines; My Year at Little America (9)
Friendly Meetings Are the Best Way to Mutual Understanding Say Canadian Businessmen (12)
From Our Mailbag. Under a Lucky Star (13)
Oil On Fire (14)
Here and There (16)
Today and Tomorrow (17)
From Witchcraft to Isotopes (22)
Professor Stradinš Museum (23)
Forty New Towns a Year (24)
Briefly (25)
New Films: Poem of the Sea (26)
Dostoevsky’s Novel Filmed (27)
A Thousand Hours Among the Gulls (28)
Molybdenum (29)
The Island of Antilopes (32)
Solid Petrol (32)
Very Becoming (33)
Counsel for the Defence (34)
Humour (36)
Exhibitions in Moscow (37)
French Ballet in Moscow (38)
Russian Ballet in Paris (39)
American Musicians in the USSR (39)
Sports; A Million Lucky Tickets (40)
First Night for New Starlets (inside back cover)

No. 8 (102) August 1958
Contents:

Shoulder to Shoulder (1)
A Commentator’s Notes; Dr. Julius Raab: “The Soviet Union Wants Peace” (3)
Hands Off!; Stockholm Forum of the Peoples (4)
Writers of Asia and Africa on the Tashkent Conference; They Want to be Space Pioneers (5)
Planes and Pests (6)
Rain or Shine [meteorology] (8)
Oil Tanks in Rolls (12)
U. N. Information Centre (14)
Chaika [automobile] (14)
To the World’s First [satellite] (16)
Here and There (18)
Camera View of Argentina (20)
Belgian Sketches (26)
The Parachute Failed (28)
Schoolchildren Travel (32)
Here and There (36)
Gymnastic Kaleidoscope (38)
Winged Sunday; Long-Distance Test Flight (40)

No. 9 (103) September 1958

Contents:

They Study Russian (inside cover)
“New Peace Manifesto”; Space Age, Year 1 (1)
USSR National Days in Brussels; A Commentator’s Notes (2)
Frol Kozlov Honoured on 50th Birthday; Volga Power Giant (3)
Frédéric Joliot-Curie. Ardent Champion of Peace; The Earth Service (4)
The Battle Goes On [antibiotics] (5)
Rain or Shine (8)
Oleg Ryakhovsky’s Record Jump (11)
Here and There (12)
Briefly (13)
A Bumper Harvest! (14)
Camera View of Uruguay (18)
Humour (24)
Close Co-Operation [USSR aids India in construction of iron and steel works in Bhilai] (25)
Medeya Japaridze (28)
Pictures on the Rocks (29)
The Dnieper (30)
Cherepovets Booklovers (36)
Tenth International Congress of Astronomers; On the Road to Controlled Thermonuclear Reactions (37)
“The Match of the Century” (38)
Sports (39)
Welcome, Dear Friend!; Tours by Foreign Actors; Russian Stamp Centenary (40)
“Short Trip Through Japan” (inside back cover)

No. 10 (104) October 1958

Front Cover:
Back Cover:
Editor-in-Chief:
Contents:
A Commentator’s Notes (1)
In the Land of Our Closest Friends (2)
Students in Slavonic Languages and Literature in Moscow; Giant Nuclear Power Engineering;
Scouts of Outer Space (3)
Companions of Friendship. Eve of the Asian and African Writers’ Conference; For Peace Among Nations (4)
River of Electricity (5)
Kirghizian Talent (8)
From a Journalist’s Note-Book (9)
Here and There (12)
Briefly (13)
The League of Youth (14)
Going Under! [scuba diving] (18)
Who Won? (20)
Prefabricated House (21)
On the Tracks of a Photograph (22)
Masterpieces of the “Golden Storeroom” (23)
Riches of Cheleken (24)
Thrilling, Isn’t It! [toy car racing] (26)
Old-Timers of the Virgin Lands (28)
In the Forests of Tibet (32)
A Wonder Marathon Runner (33)
For Women. Taking Care of Your Complexion; How to Cook Uzbek Pilau (34)
Enter This Orchard; Miscalculation. Bear Cubs at the Zoo (35)
Cyrus Eaton in the USSR (36)
The Eastern Story [Cinema Festival of Asian and African Countries in Tashkent] (38)
Torricelli. 350th Birthday Anniversary (39)
Sports (40)

No. 11 (105) November 1958

Front Cover: Eighth-form puil Nikolai Kulyabin, of School No. 437, Moscow, is learning to
operate a milling machine (See photo-report “Learn, Play, Work” on pp. 34-35) Photo by A. Garanin

Back Cover: Mikhail Khergiani, a Georgian sportsman who took part in the ascent, jumps over a
fissure in the Sauk-Dara glacier. The Chinese and Soviet mountaineers had to cross dozens of such
chasms before arriving at the foot of the Lenin Peak.

Editor-in-Chief: N. M. Gribachov

Contents:
A Commentator’s Notes (1)
Here and There (2)
Foreign Members of Parliaments in the USSR (3)
In Memory of Johannes Becher; Flagrant Violation of International Law (4)
Work in Search of Men (5)
The Basic Principle is Humanity [Soviet Red Cross and Red Crescent Society] (8)
Market (10)
Across Sixty Seas (12)
From Budapest (14)
City’s Jubilee. Tbilisi is 1,500 Years Old (16)
Top Issue of Our Time [peaceful co-existence] (19)
The Bottom of the Sea [man-made Bratsk Sea] (20)
Humour (23)
Alexei Batalov (24)
Autumn (25)
For the Doctor. New Medical Appliances (26)
More Sugar (28)
Two Finishes [auto racing] (29)
Art of the Young (29)
Here and There (32)
Briefly (33)
Learn, Play, Work (34)
Science Today and Tomorrow (36)
Conference in Tashkent (37)
Selma Lagerlöf. 100th Birth Anniversary 1858-1958 (39)
Abu Abdullo Rudaki. 1,100th Birth Anniversary (40)
Sports (40)

No. 12 (106) December 1958
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